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Children’s neurological development is influenced by what they do and do not experience. Early experiences and the environments in which they occur can alter gene expression and affect long-term neural development. Today, discretionary screen time (DST), often involving multiple devices, is the single main experience and environment of children. Various screen activities are reported to induce structural and functional brain plasticity in adults. However, childhood is a time of significantly greater changes in brain anatomical structure and connectivity. Digital natives exhibit a higher prevalence of screen-related ‘addictive’ behaviours that reflect impaired neurological reward-processing and impulse-control mechanisms. Associations are emerging between screen dependency disorders (SDD) such as Internet Addiction Disorder and specific neurogenetic polymorphisms, abnormal neural tissue and neural function. Although abnormal neural structural and functional characteristics may be a precondition rather than a consequence of addiction, there may also be a bidirectional relationship. As is the case with substance addictions, it is possible that intensive routine exposure to certain screen activities during critical stages of neural development may alter gene expression resulting in structural, synaptic and functional changes in the developing brain leading to SDD, particularly in children with predisposing neurogenetic profiles. There may also be compound/secondary effects on paediatric neural development. Screen dependency disorders, even at subclinical levels, involve high levels of discretionary screen time, inducing greater child sedentary behaviour thereby reducing vital aerobic fitness, which plays an important role in the neurological health of children, particularly in brain structure and function. Child health policy must therefore adhere to the principle of precaution as a prudent approach to protecting child neurological integrity and well-being. This paper explains the basis of current paediatric neurological concerns surrounding SDD and proposes preventive strategies for child neurology and allied professions.

Background

Screen viewing now begins in infancy with new research finding that the prevalence of screen viewing in children aged under two years ‘is high and appears to increase steadily across age groups’ [1]. Early screen exposure has been facilitated by the advent of infant/toddler products such as the ‘Newborn-to-Toddler Apptivity Seat for iPad ®’ [baby cradle with iPad placed directly in infant’s face] and the ‘2-in-1 iPotty®’ - a combination of iPad and potty designed to help young children with potty training which ‘features a special stand to securely hold the iPad and safely entertain kids while they play with apps ... and watch videos on the iPad at any time’ [2]. Ofcom (The Office of Communications, United Kingdom) recently reported ‘a third (34%) of preschoolers (aged 3-4) own their own media device – such as a tablet or games console.’ [3]. According to Ofcom the average UK 16-24 year old is now ‘spending more time on media and communications than on sleeping’ [4].

While elevated levels of discretionary (non-homework) screen time (DST) have raised significant concerns over children’s cardiometabolic, psychosocial and other medical outcomes, there is a rapidly emerging neurological dimension to this growing public health issue: the prevalence of screen-related ‘addictive’ behaviour, which will generally be referred to as screen dependency disorders (SDD), that reflect impaired neurological reward-processing and impulse-control mechanisms [5,6,7,8,9,10]. Associations are emerging between SDD such as Internet Addiction
Disorder (IAD) and specific neurogenetic polymorphisms, abnormal neural tissue and neural function.

This contribution is a narrative review addressing the association between SDD and abnormal neural tissue and neural function that may indicate potential risk to children’s neurological development and well-being. It expands upon a plenary lecture given at the 14th International Child Neurology Congress held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, May 1-5, 2016 [11]. This paper reflects the ideas and concerns of the author based on his literature search and experiences. The author searched four databases for relevant articles: PubMed, Medline, Embase and PsycInfo, using the terms: ‘Internet addiction’, ‘video game addiction’, ‘computer game addiction’, ‘online game addiction’, ‘Internet Gaming Disorder’, ‘compulsive Internet use’. Each of the terms was combined with each of the terms ‘neuroimaging’, ‘functional brain imaging’, ‘brain’, ‘limbic system’ ‘striatum’, ‘dopamine’, ‘reward system’ using the conjunction ‘AND’. The function ‘find similar’ was also used. Searches focused on articles published since 2012. This paper also includes some articles from other related areas (e.g., risk factors, neurogenetics, pathological gambling, substance dependency), where appropriate. The studies and reviews were then selected on the most important findings and views that focus on the association between SDD and abnormal neural tissue and neural function that may indicate a risk to children.

The aims of the paper are to raise awareness of screen-related dependency as a problem no longer confined to child and adolescent psychiatry. And in considering future child health policy, the paper will propose preventive strategies for child neurology and allied professions to adopt to promote the well-being of children and their neurological development. The basis of paediatric neurological concerns is outlined below.

Screen Dependency Disorders

‘Addiction’ is a term increasingly used to describe the growing number of children engaging in a variety of different screen activities in a dependent, problematic manner. The concept and diagnostic criteria derive from pathological gambling and substance-related addictions and are often based on the amount of time spent engaging in a screen activity, such as playing computer games, and the extent to which this compromises the individual’s overall functioning.

Diagnostic criteria typically include the following features:

- preoccupation
- withdrawal symptoms
- increasing tolerance
- failure to reduce or stop screen activities
- loss of outside interests
- continuation despite negative consequences
- lying about extent of use
- use to escape adverse moods

The main neurobiological interest has centered on the problematic use of the Internet and computer games. Although there is currently a degree of interchangeability and overlap between some diagnostic terms, there are moves underway to reach a greater consensus over terminology.
as the lack of standardisation in the concept and terminology are considered a major impediment to advancing this area of research and treatment [12]. For that reason, the term screen dependency disorders (SDD) previously introduced by the author will be used when referring to the general range of screen-related dependencies referred to in this paper, while specific terms such as Internet Addiction Disorder (IAD), Mobile phone dependence (MPD) Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD) will be used as required when referring to specific studies cited which have used those terms [8] (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Internet addiction disorder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internet Gaming Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problematic internet use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compulsive internet use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pathological video game use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video game addiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pathological technology use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online game addiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile phone dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social network site addiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facebook addiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internet pornography addiction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Screen Dependency Disorders (SDD): Diagnostic terms commonly used in the classification of screen-related dependencies

Although the current clinical and investigative focus surrounding SDD is on computer gaming, other forms of screen use can also become highly problematic and are of interest to neurologists. Frequent, excessive, and compulsive social network activity has become the subject of research into ‘social network site addiction’ and ‘Facebook addiction’ [13,14]. Increasing Internet pornography consumption and ‘pornography addiction’ has prompted research finding significant associations between internet pornography consumption and neural structure and functional connectivity [15,16,17].

There are striking behavioural and neurobiological similarities reported between SDD such as internet gaming disorder and disordered gambling, and similarities between SDD and drug and alcohol addictions [18,19,20]. The American Psychiatric Association’s DSM-5 now includes Internet Gaming Disorder for future consideration as a formal ‘mental disorder’; stating ‘studies suggest that when these individuals are engrossed in Internet games, certain pathways in their brains are triggered in the same direct and intense way that a drug addict’s brain is affected by a particular substance.’ [21]

The development and maintenance of SDD are increasingly seen as a maladaptive interaction between the neurological structures and functions which underlie the central components of addiction: reward, pleasure, craving and reinforcement processing; learning and memory; impaired executive functioning, inhibitory control, decision-making and emotion management [22].

Much of the neurological investigation of SDD focuses on a dysfunctional interaction between neural structures involved in executive control and reward-seeking. Structural differences between subjects with and without SDD have been reported in both gray and white matter in prefrontal and additional brain regions, such as limbic structures. Functional brain correlates of SDD are also found in the prefrontal cortex and limbic structures. Typical characteristics in addiction of impaired executive functioning and inhibitory control are related to lower functional connectivity in fronto-striatal circuits. Alterations in dopaminergic systems involved in re-inforcement/reward processing have also been suggested.

As neurological dysfunction is increasingly seen as a fundamental component of SDD it has the
potential to serve as a future biomarker for diagnosis. This may help resolve diagnostic inconsistencies ultimately unifying differences in diagnostic approaches and terminology used [20,23,24].

**Prevalence**

Prevalence of SDD varies according to the screen activity, the diagnostic tool used, world region, and age of subjects. Studies of 8 – 14 yr. old computer game players in different parts of the world have reported that 8 – 9 % fulfilled diagnostic criteria for ‘pathological video game use’ [25,26]. A recent US study found that among young adolescent gamers, 12% were considered ‘pathological video-gamers’ [27]. Recent international collaborative research on South Korean young adults/adults reported that 13.8% were identified and labelled as the ‘Internet Gaming Disorder risk group’ [28]. Research in the European Union on Internet Addictive Behaviour among European Adolescents reported ‘IGD is a frequently occurring phenomenon among European adolescents ... 1.6% of the adolescents meet full criteria for IGD, with further 5.1% being at risk’ [29].

**Neuroadaptation**

Various screen activities are reported to induce structural and functional brain plasticity in adults [30,31,32]. However, childhood is a time of significantly greater changes in brain anatomical structure and connectivity [33]. It has been suggested that SDD and even extensive exposure to videogame playing during childhood can lead to neuroadaptation and structural changes in neural regions associated with addiction [34,35,36]

In a study of 248 healthy children aged 5 – 17 years Takeuchi et al. (2016) reported highly significant correlations between daily average hours of videogame play and microstructural changes over a 3-year period in diffusion tensor imaging mean diffusivity thought to reflect a reduction in tissue density [37]. They noted that such changes are uniquely sensitive to neural plasticity, particularly within the dopaminergic system. ‘In conclusion, increased video game play is directly or indirectly associated with delayed development of the microstructure in extensive brain regions ... the conditions in which children play videogames for long periods of time may lead to unfavorable neurocognitive development’ [37]. Many of the regions in which longitudinal changes were reported are those routinely implicated in studies of SDD, gambling disorders and substance addiction. (see Figure 1)

**Figure 1. Longitudinal changes in Mean Diffusivity (MD) related to amount of time (hours) children played video games.** Regions with significant correlations between time spent playing video games and longitudinal changes in MD are overlaid on a ‘single subject’ T1 image. Changes in MD over 3 years were observed in clusters spread throughout gray and white matter areas of the left basal ganglia, left medial temporal, bilateral thalamus, ventral parts of the prefrontal cortex, right insula, left middle and inferior temporal, fusiform and left occipital lobe. The color represents the strength of the T value for pre and post test MD difference. (Takeuchi et al 2016)

There is also new evidence indicating that changes in functional connectivity occur in the brain in response to treatment for SDD. A longitudinal study published in Addiction Biology reported that IGD subjects who received a psychobehavioural intervention showed a highly significant decrease in functional connectivity between the ventral striatum and inferior parietal lobule, along with amelioration in addiction severity, compared to matched IGD subjects not receiving treatment which showed no changes [38].

**Dopaminergic Dysfunction**

Dopamine is implicated in reward processing and addiction. Hypodopaminergic functioning and a resultant overall reward deficiency characterize SDD. Videogame playing has been associated with
dopamine release similar in magnitude to that of drugs of abuse [39]. Nuclear imaging research indicates that SDD is associated with dysfunction of dopaminergic systems. Abnormal dopamine regulation of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is also thought to underlie the enhanced motivational value and loss of control over screen activity such as gaming, typical of ‘addicted’ subjects [40].

Neuroreceptor Abnormalities

Individuals with IAD are reported to exhibit reduced dopamine D2 receptor availability in the striatum compared to controls. The greater the severity of IAD, the lower dopamine receptor availability was found to be [41]. Potential presynaptic abnormalities are also observed in subjects with IAD, who exhibit a significantly lower dopamine transporter expression level [35].

Dysregulation of dopamine D2 receptors has been found to be correlated with years of problematic Internet gaming. Among subjects with IGD, a low level of dopamine D2 receptor in the striatum was correlated with decreased glucose metabolism in the orbitofrontal cortex. It is suggested that this reflects D2 receptor-mediated dysregulation of the orbitofrontal cortex, which could be a key mechanism for loss of control and compulsive behavior typical of IGD [42].

The above studies are leading some researchers to speculate that these neuroreceptor abnormalities may reflect ‘neuropathologic damage to the dopaminergic neural system caused by IAD’ [35]. It is known that increased levels of endogenous dopamine enhance neurotoxicity in the striatum induced by other agents and processes [43,44]. Also, exposing either younger or older cultured striatal neurons to dopamine has been found to induce ‘dose-dependent cell death’ [45].

Neuroreceptor abnormality may also be a case of a bidirectional causal relationship where neural abnormalities exist before screen activities are initiated. In substance addictions, there is molecular neurogenetic evidence for a predisposition to ‘reward deficiency’ through hypodopaminergic function, discussed below [46]. In SDD, subsequent early, intensive and prolonged exposure to certain screen activities during critical stages of neural development may cause further dopaminergic dysfunction and neuroreceptor abnormalities, possibly through routine exposure to increased levels of endogenous dopamine leading to SDD which may, in turn, cause further dopaminergic dysfunction and neuroreceptor abnormalities. However, the associations between the SDD and neuroreceptor abnormalities could represent effect rather than cause, and longitudinal studies are needed to clarify this relationship.

In gambling disorder, evidence has recently emerged for GABA-A receptor dysregulation and associated lowered impulse control which may prove highly relevant to understanding and developing treatments for SDD [47].

Changes In Mesolimbic System

Longitudinal studies have found functional changes in the ventral striatum reward system among healthy non-addicted subjects engaged in video game training. In contrast to control subjects, those undergoing training exhibited strong activation of the ventral striatum which was maintained for 2 months in response to a non-video game reward task. The authors believe the video game training has an influence on dopamine-related striatal reward processing during gaming which then persists in rewarding situations not related to video games [31]. Takeuchi et al (2016) reported that longitudinal changes within key areas of the dopaminergic system strongly related to children’s daily average hours of videogame play [37].

It has been established that repeated exposure to non-drug rewards can induce neural plasticity in addiction-related circuitry. In some children, this may contribute to compulsive engagement in screen-related activities that resembles substance addiction. As with substance addiction, there is a transition period from moderate to compulsive use [48]. In the case of other non-drug rewards, this
epigenetic process is achieved by acting on common molecular and cellular mechanisms of plasticity that influence vulnerability to addiction. It is mediated by the gene transcription factor ΔFosB (FBJ murine osteosarcoma viral oncogene homolog B) upregulating or downregulating relevant addiction–related genes in the nucleus accumbens which plays a central role in reward and addiction [49].

**Structural Abnormalities**

Extensive research is increasingly finding that adolescents and young adults with SDD exhibit microstructural and volumetric differences in, or abnormalities of, both grey and white matter compared to healthy controls [50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59]. Differences in brain structure and function are observed in many of the same regions implicated in drug addiction. Regions identified include dopamine-rich areas of the basal ganglia such as the ventral tegmental area, nucleus accumbens, caudate nucleus, putamen, thalamus and amygdala, as well as cortical projection areas such as the prefrontal cortex (PFC), orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex and insula [60,61,62].

A recent study involving Harvard Medical School has reported ‘the first morphological evidence of altered brain structure ... in college students with mobile phone dependence’ [61]. Microstructural variations were examined using fMRI involving four indices of brain morphometry and fibre integrity. In this cross-sectional study, lower grey matter volume was reported in subjects classified as mobile phone dependent relative to controls in regions such as the right superior frontal gyrus, right inferior frontal gyrus, and bilateral thalamus. GMVs were negatively correlated with subjects’ scores on the Mobile Phone Addiction Index. Lower measures of white matter integrity were reported in bilateral hippocampal cingulum bundle fibers which were also negatively correlated with phone addiction index scores. The authors believe this may be due to subtle axonal injury rather than demyelination reflecting an ‘underlying structural basis for functional deficits that leads to a solidification of addiction-related memories’ (see Figure 2).

**Figure 2. Lower measures of WM integrity in bilateral hippocampal cingulum bundle fibers in mobile phone dependent subjects compared with controls.** Regions highlighted in yellow/orange indicate significantly less Fractional Anisotrophy and Axial Diffusivity measures of WM integrity of cingulum bundle fibers in the hippocampus of subjects classified as mobile phone dependent. (Wang, Zou, Song et al. 2016)

As SDD are increasingly associated with structural and functional differences, particularly in prefrontal regions involved in impulse control, a key aspect of addiction, recent research by Cai et al. (2016) sheds light on the lesser-known relationship between striatal nuclei volumes, SDD, and impaired impulse control. Compared to healthy controls, IGD adolescents/young adults exhibited greater volumes of the right caudate and nucleus accumbens which were in turn both associated with reduced cognitive control and more severe internet addiction scores respectively [60]. Similar research on frontostriatal circuits and IGD has found a greater volume of right caudate and nucleus accumbens as well as lower resting state functional connectivity strength of dorsal prefrontal cortex –caudate and orbitofrontal cortex - nucleus accumbens. Nucleus accumbens volumes were positively correlated with internet addiction test scores. The caudate volume and dorsal prefrontal cortex –caudate resting state functional connectivity strength was correlated with the impaired cognitive control. The authors stated the results were ‘consistent with substance use disorder findings’ [62]. Reduced fibre integrity in key areas of the salience network, which modulates self-control, are also observed in adolescents with IGD compared to controls [63,64].

Other studies are reporting ‘altered correlations’ between measures of impulsivity and GMV in the right dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, the bilateral insula/orbitofrontal cortex, the right amygdala and the left fusiform gyrus in adolescents with IGD compared to healthy controls. Many researchers believe that this reflects a dysregulation in neural networks involved in impulse inhibition, attention
and emotion regulation which may contribute to the high impulsivity observed in IGD adolescents [23].

**Functional Abnormalities**

A recent systematic review of fMRI studies involving older adolescents/young IAD adults, without any comorbid psychiatric condition concluded that in the task-related fMRI studies 'all of them found significant differences in cortical and subcortical brain regions involved in cognitive control and reward processing: Orbitofrontal cortex, insula, anterior and posterior cingulate cortex, temporal and parietal regions, brain stem and caudate nucleus ...In the resting state studies, the more relevant abnormalities were localized in the superior temporal gyrus, limbic, medial frontal and parietal regions.' [24]

New, whole-brain analyses of functional connectivity in SDD subjects have identified two topologically significant large-scale networks, one with connections that are positively and another negatively correlated with the degree of ‘internet addiction tendency’. The two networks are predominantly interconnected in frontal areas, which might represent alterations in the area underlying different aspects of cognitive control. Interestingly, pre-clinical levels of Internet addiction were associated with similar regions and connections as clinical cases of addiction. The authors note ‘the inter-regional connections associated with internet addiction tendency replicate those often seen in [substance] addiction literature.’ [20] (see Figure 3).

**Figure 3.** Brain regions with the most inter-regional connections associated with internet addiction tendency. Nodes identified with highest number of edges related to internet addiction tendency are regions repeatedly identified in the existing SDD literature. Green spheres depict the centroid of each node with maximal edges, while yellow spheres depict their functional connectivity partners. Red lines indicate edges that are positively associated with internet addiction scores, and blue lines represent edges that are negatively associated with internet addiction scores. R and L stand for right and left. Post, posterior; Mid, middle; Sup, superior; Inf, inferior; Orb, orbital. (Wen and Hsieh 2016)

Examining white matter networks in adolescents with IGD, Zhai et al. (2016) reported ‘abnormal topological organization of white matter network in IGD and the association with the severity of IGD’. They observed decreased global efficiency, local efficiency and increased shortest path length in IGD adolescents compared to controls. In addition, the global efficiency of the white matter network was correlated with subjects’ internet addiction test scores [65]. Yuan et al. (2016) observed abnormal functional connectivity within central executive networks and effective connectivity within salience network along with inefficient interactions between the two in IGD adolescents [64]. Wang et al. (2016) found that IGD subjects showed reduced regional centralities in the prefrontal cortex, left posterior cingulate cortex, right amygdala, and bilateral lingual gyrus, and increased functional connectivity in sensory-motor-related brain networks compared to the controls. The authors concluded ‘these results imply that people with IGD may be associated with functional network dysfunction, including impaired executive control and emotional management’ [66].

Other fMRI studies have reported ‘deficits’ in prefrontal lobe interhemispheric functional connectivity in adolescents with IGD compared to healthy controls, interpreted as a ‘neuropathological mechanism of IGD’ [67].

**Regions Of Interest**

Reduced functional connectivity between the ventral tegmental area and nucleus accumbens has been shown in internet gaming addiction as is the case in substance use which is thought to play an important role in the development of substance addiction [68].
The insula has been implicated in salience processing, craving, and interoception, all of which are fundamental to substance and behavioral addiction. Zhang et al. (2016) found that the severity of IGD was positively associated with connectivity between the anterior insula and angular gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus, and with connectivity between the posterior insula and superior temporal gyrus. Furthermore, the duration of Internet gaming was positively associated with connectivity between the anterior insula and anterior cingulate cortex [69]. A similar study found decreased functional connectivity between the left posterior insula and bilateral supplementary motor area and middle cingulate cortex, between right posterior insula and right superior frontal gyrus, and decreased functional integration between insular subregions. The authors concluded this is ‘interpreted to reflect reduced ability to inhibit motor responses to internet gaming or diminished executive control over craving for internet gaming in IGD ... IGD is associated with altered insula-based network, similar to substance addiction such as smoking.’[70]

Lin et al. (2015) examined circuits assumed to be involved in the processing of mood and motivation along with impulse control, reporting ‘aberrant corticostriatal functional circuits in adolescents with Internet addiction disorder.’ ‘Reduced connectivity’ was observed between the inferior ventral striatum and bilateral caudate head, subgenual anterior cingulate cortex, and posterior cingulate cortex, and between the superior ventral striatum and bilateral dorsal/rostral anterior cingulate cortex, ventral anterior thalamus, and putamen/pallidum/insula/ inferior frontal gyrus, and between the dorsal caudate and dorsal/rostral anterior cingulate cortex, thalamus, and inferior frontal gyrus, and between the left ventral rostral putamen and right inferior frontal gyrus. Adolescents with IAD also exhibited increased connectivity between the left dorsal caudal putamen and bilateral caudal cingulate motor area [50].

Event-related potential studies have reinforced many of the above findings [71]. Duven et al. (2015) found that while winning reward tokens during computer game playing, subjects with IGD exhibited ‘altered’ reward processing, an attenuated P300 component which should instead increase with reward magnitude, indicating tolerance effects similar to substance addiction [72].

Secondary Effects

There may also be compound/secondary effects of SDD on paediatric neural development. Screen dependency disorders, even at subclinical levels, involve high levels of discretionary screen time, inducing child sedentary behaviour for more hours per day thereby reducing aerobic fitness [73,74]. Yet, aerobic fitness plays an important role in the neurological health of children, particularly in brain function and function. For example, Chaddock-Heyman et al. (2014) reported ‘aerobic fitness is associated with greater white matter integrity in children’ especially in areas related to cognitive control and is thought to improve structural and functional connectivity [75]. Research on the effects of out of school physical activity on 7 – 9 year olds found that it ‘enhanced cognitive performance and brain function during tasks requiring greater executive control ... a causal effect’ [76]. The Lancet Physical Activity Series 2 Executive Committee recently reported a ‘global pandemic of physical inactivity’ [77]. The Global Matrix of Grades 2016 for children’s Overall Physical Activity for example, awarded England a grade of ‘D Minus’ and Scotland, China and the United States an ‘F’ for child ‘Overall Physical Activity’ emphasising ‘these grades identify a serious and widespread problem of excess screen viewing’ [78].

Predisposing Risk Factors

All children are not equally vulnerable to substance or behavioural addiction and this includes SDD. A study by Vink et al. (2016) of 5247 monozygotic and dizygotic adolescent twins reported that the heritability of compulsive Internet use in adolescents (48 percent) was almost identical to that of alcohol use disorders concluding that ‘liability to compulsive Internet use is largely driven by genetic factors’ [79,80]. Prenatal exposure to higher levels of androgens and a resultant ‘hyper-male brain organization’ are associated with ‘problematic video gaming behavior’ and ‘video game
addiction’ [81]. The type and amount of media children consume (violent) has recently been associated with a specific gene, the long variant in the serotonin-transporter-linked polymorphic region 5-HTTLPR polymorphism, in 5 to 9 year olds and it is thought that due to their genetic disposition, children may actively seek specific media content [82].

### Molecular Neurogenetics

Genetic variation influences corticostriatal structure, function, and connectivity [83]. Addictions, including disordered gambling are considered to have robust heritability (approximately 50%). Han et al. (2007) investigated the genetic polymorphisms of the dopaminergic system in a group of excessive internet game players. They reported that individuals with increased genetic polymorphisms in genes coding for the dopamine D2 receptor and dopamine degradation enzyme were more susceptible to excessive internet gaming and have a ‘higher reward dependency’ compared with age-matched controls [84]. IAD subjects including those with problematic social media use are also significantly more likely to be carriers of a variation of the cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 4 subunit (CHRNA4) gene that also plays a major role in nicotine addiction [85].

Blum et al. (2014) and Febo et al. (2017) have proposed molecular neurogenetic evidence for a predisposition to ‘reward deficiency syndrome’ - hypodopaminergic function - ‘a pathological condition in brain reward circuitry’. It is thought that the primary mechanism of reward deficiency syndrome is a hypodopaminergic trait [genes] as well as the impact of neuroepigenetic markers due to environmental experiences [86,46].

### Neuroepigenetic [DYS]Regulation

As mentioned above, repeated exposure to non-drug rewards can alter neural plasticity in regions of the brain that are affected by drugs of abuse via epigenetic processes.

It is conceivable that intensive routine exposure to certain screen activities during critical stages of neural development may alter gene expression leading to structural, synaptic and functional changes in the developing brain. While many reward gene polymorphisms are involved in impulsive behaviors, a polymorphism in isolation may not lead to the development of a particular behavioural disorder unless it is influenced by neuroepigenetic effects. Neuroepigenetic mechanisms associated with a variety of environmental factors alter the developmental trajectories for several neuropsychiatric disorders. These mechanisms affect brain development and integrity at several levels that determine neural structure and function and resultant behavioral expressions [87]. Neuroepigenetic mechanisms have recently been found to underlie substance-induced structural, synaptic, and behavioral plasticity by coordinating the expression of neurogenetic networks within the brain [88].

### Environmental Exposure

In the development of substance addiction, several aspects of exposure change the pattern of altered gene expression. This in turn may render the brain more vulnerable to the addiction process [89,90]. Robison and Nestler (2011) suggest that in addition to altering the expression of genes, neuroepigenetic modifications may in turn cause gene priming and desensitization - altering the inducibility of many additional genes in response to some subsequent stimulus. These types of latent neuroepigenetic ‘changes can be viewed as “neuromolecular scars” that dramatically alter an individual’s adaptability and contribute importantly to the addicted state.’ A neuroepigenetic model of exposure may ultimately offer a credible mechanism underlying the way environmental exposures during development can increase or reduce the risk of later addiction including SDD [90].

### Gene-Environment Interplay
While environmental factors may potentiate neurogenetic risk for addictions and adolescent impulse control disorders, they may also be harnessed to reduce neurogenetic risk. Even individuals with a family history of substance addiction may circumvent their neurogenetic vulnerability by limiting substance exposure [91]. In more supervised and restricted environments, there is less opportunity to express neurogenetic predispositions to alcohol use. In assessing the importance of genetic and environmental influences on adolescent smoking researchers reported ‘dramatic moderation effects associated with parental monitoring’ [92].

The association of gamma-aminobutyric acid type A receptor alpha2 (GABRA2) and cholinergic receptor muscarinic 2 (CHRM2) variant genes with children later developing externalizing trajectories [impulse control disorders] are found to diminish with high levels of parental monitoring [93,94]. Marceau et al. (2015) reported ‘accounting for genetic influences of parents and adolescents ... parents’ knowledge about their adolescents’ activities and whereabouts exerts an environmental influence serving to reduce adolescent externalizing. This finding is particularly important for prevention’ [95].

With regard to neurogenetic risk for SDD there is evidence that similar protective measures must be considered. In China, crude indirect noninvasive psychometric measures of ‘neurotransmitter deficiency of internet addicted urban left-behind children’ (cared for by others because their parents or parent works or studies away from home) have been developed to assess speculated deficiencies in dopamine and GABA. Such children have a high prevalence of SDD. Neurotransmitter deficiency scores of internet-addicted urban left-behind children are significantly higher than that of non-internet-addicted urban left-behind children. Neurotransmitter deficiency scores for children where both parents worked away were significantly higher than for children where one parent worked away. The findings were partly attributed to ‘improper guidance during internet usage’ [96]. A study by Lin et al. (2009) concluded ‘overall evidence suggests that parental monitoring is a major inhibitor of Internet addiction.’ [97]

**Discussion**

Understanding the neurological features of SDD continues to be bedevilled in the literature using terms such as structural or functional ‘alterations’, ‘changes’, ‘reduced’ and ‘decreased’ to describe observed abnormalities or differences between groups in a cross-sectional study as opposed to resultant changes/causal effects over time. However, many researchers do suspect that SDD leads to neuroadaptation. Kuss and Griffiths (2012) suggested ‘that the brain itself actually changes as a consequence of excessive engagement with the Internet and gaming’ [34].

**Bidirectional Causation**

Whether or not abnormalities in neural structure and function presented above either precede or are a consequence of SDD, it may also be a case of a bidirectional causal relationship. Bidirectional relationships exist between other pathologies in psychiatric and physical medicine, for example between cognitive dysfunction and pneumonia [98]. Moreover, where neural abnormalities exist before screen activities are initiated, subsequent early, intensive and prolonged exposure to certain screen activities during critical stages of neural development may cause further neurological alterations which lead to SDD which may in turn cause further neural alterations - achieved through neuroepigenetic alterations, neuroplastic changes, with an imposing backdrop of neurogenetic dispositions and prenatal influences.

**Preventing Screen Dependency Disorders**

Children are more susceptible to developing a long-term problematic dependency, pathological or not, on technology. Earlier age of initiation and higher levels of exposure to, for example, computer
gaming may increase this risk. New studies find that the prevalence of screen viewing in children aged less than 2 years ‘is high and appears to increase steadily across age groups’ [1]. Screen habits are established early and last for decades. For example, a study of ‘Life course and long-term influences on health’ involving 6188 subjects concluded that ‘childhood TV viewing time tracks into adulthood. TV viewing time [at 10 yrs.] ... associated with high TV viewing time at aged 42 years.’ [99] Parental monitoring along with families establishing DST limits can reduce early exposure, alter long-term media consumption habits and may prove a major inhibitor of SDD [100,101]. Recognition of the influence of parental role modeling is another important factor. Parents who engage in high DST have children who are many times more likely to consume high DST [102].

Given the relatively high prevalence of SDD reported among children and adolescents during important stages of neural development, coupled with emerging evidence of longitudinal changes in neural structure (tissue density) related to the amount of time they spend playing video games, decisive interventions are necessary and paediatric neurologists can play a role [37].

The United States Department of Health has issued ‘recommended limits for screen time’ as one of its national ‘health improvement priorities’ and a key ‘disease prevention objective’ in which ‘children aged 0 to 2 years’ should be exposed to ‘no television, videos or play video games’ while those over 2 years should ‘view television, videos, or play video games ... use a computer or play computer games outside of school [for non-school work] for no more than 2 hours a day’ [103]. The American Academy of Pediatrics recently issued a policy statement, which ‘addresses the influence of media on the health and development of children from 0 to 5 years of age, a time of critical brain development ... for children 2 to 5 years of age, limit screen use to 1 hour per day’. This is a 50 percent reduction in the Academy’s previous recommended screen limits and the policy now advises paediatricians to ‘educate parents about brain development in the early years’ [104].

In preventing or treating substance addictions, exercise is reported to have protective effects. Individuals who engage in regular aerobic exercise are reported to be less likely to use and abuse drugs [105]. Exercise produces neuroadaptations that may influence an individual’s vulnerability to initiate drug use through acting as a non-drug reward that competes with the drug and decreases the likelihood of its use [106]. This may occur by altering immediately early genes in the striatal reward system known to influence the addiction process, thereby protecting against later or previous drug use [107]. Park (2014) has reported ‘a negative association between level of physical activity and risk of problematic Internet use’ concluding ‘physical activity may be helpful to improve adolescent mental health.’ [108] Research by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC] found a negative dose-response relationship between weekly physical activity and the risk of exceeding recommended screen time limits, recommending that ‘programs that encourage limit-setting by parents and promote physical activity may reduce screen time among youth.’ [109] There may be a sound neurological basis to these findings.

Exercise-induced increases in striatal dopamine D2 receptor expression have been reported suggesting that exercise can lead to neuromodulation in dopaminergic signaling [110]. Animal research has found exercise leads to increased dendritic spine density and arborization in striatal medium spiny neurons and increased the expression of key synaptic proteins, suggesting a potential effect of exercise in modifying synaptic connectivity within a DA-depleted striatum [111]. Physical activity may also improve structural integrity and functional connectivity in children within brain areas related to cognitive control, a key element in addiction [75].

Obstacles To Prevention

As discretionary screen time continues as the main experience and environment of children, schools and families are courted and bedazzled, child development research is funded, and governments and medical bodies are lobbied, by a prosperous, highly influential technology industry. The global entertainment and media market is currently valued at just over two trillion U.S. dollars [112].
Revenue earned in 2016 by the international computer game industry is estimated to be $100 billion, more than double that of the international film industry [113]. Revenue from advertising alone on social media networks such as Facebook and Twitter will be $22.5 billion [114]. As the child screen marketing ethos suggests, ‘the money’s where the eyeballs are’ – staring at screens.

In an attempt to reduce the growing prevalence of SDD the Cyberspace Administration of China has recently issued draft legislation requiring Internet game developers to block minors from playing online games from midnight to 8am. The Internet game industry immediately expressed concerns over a reduction in revenue [115].

Public discussion of discretionary screen time and problematic screen use is a socially, economically, politically charged topic. And neurological reservations about SDD and high levels of DST are highly inconvenient. The overriding imperative has been to prevent parents from feeling uncomfortable about the age at which their children begin consumption of discretionary screen time and the children’s degree of routine discretionary screen exposure. Moreover, technology advocates often steer the focus of concern away from the high level of child discretionary screen time and associated risks of SDD - to the content of what is being viewed: ‘educational vs inappropriate’, implying that adhering to a position of precaution on child screen time may in some way deprive children educationally and result in them being ‘left behind in the digital revolution’.

Interestingly, a comprehensive review of 132 brain-train-ing, working-memory training and video-game-training studies was recently conducted by a collaboration between the Medical Research Council Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, the School of Clinical Medicine at University of Cambridge, and US universities. They examined the claimed benefits of such brain training and computer games for a wide variety of cognitive and everyday activities and found ‘little evidence that training enhances performance on distantly related tasks or that training improves everyday cognitive performance … evidence that such training generalizes to other tasks or to real-world performance is not compelling’ [116]. Wang et al. (2016) reported an obvious outcome possibility for high computer game exposure: costs and benefits incurred at the same time. ‘IGD may be associated with functional network dysfunction, including impaired executive control and emotional management, but enhanced coordination among visual, sensorimotor, visuospatial systems’ [66].

A contemporary discussion of screen exposure for infants and toddlers is accompanied by reassuring positive exhortations such as ‘babies are born into and rapidly adapting to an overwhelmingly digital world’ which parents and health professionals should therefore embrace. However, it could equally be argued that babies are born into and rapidly adapting to a sugar-laden world (by later acquiring excessive body fat and developing insulin resistance) therefore health professionals should embrace modernity, instead of fulfilling their role which is to advance the principle of precaution even if it is at odds with the present Zeitgeist.

And so, it appears that one person’s idea of screen-re-lated neuroadaptation is another’s idea of neuropathology resulting from environmental insult. In considering the findings presented in this paper and the implications for paediatric public health, it could be argued that although correlation is not causation, as the Yale statistician Edward Tufte states ‘but it sure is a hint’ [117]. When concerns are raised over potential neurological risks of high discretionary screen consumption they are often dismissed as scientifically unfounded, speculative ‘scare mongering’. However, the time has come for health professionals to begin to scrutinize the motives of those attempting to obstruct the sensible adoption of the traditional principle of precaution. To be clear, the burden of ‘proof’ must now be on those who advocate the status quo to demonstrate that high and/or premature exposure to discretionary screen time poses no health and development risks to children. Until then, child health policy must adhere to the principle of precaution as a prudent approach to protecting child wellbeing and neurological integrity.

Child neurology may be seen by some as a refined, elite, non-front-line specialty, however, paediatric neurologists are in a strong position to elevate SDD to that of a neurological
public health issue. Child neurology organisations should adopt a public health position addressing children’s age of initiation to screen activities, along with the amount and time of day of exposure to discretionary screen viewing as a prudent approach to paediatric public health until more is known. Formal public health positions on discretionary screen exposure are important. A European-wide study recently concluded that ‘Children’s and parents’ perception of the screen time recommendations was related to children’s television and computer time in all countries ... the more hours parents thought it was recommended for children to watch television or use a computer, the more time their child engaged in watching television and/or using the computer’. The authors therefore proposed ‘a generic European intervention’ to increase parental awareness [118].

Clinicians should, where relevant, take a ‘media history’ from patients and discuss connections between a child’s health, behaviour and screen use, educate parents about brain development in the early years, provide guidance to families about child media consumption, including limiting media use: raising the age of initiation to screen activities, reducing the degree of exposure and discouraging screens in children’s bedrooms. A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis recently published in JAMA Pediatrics concluded that ‘media device access and use at bedtime are significantly associated with detrimental sleep outcomes and lead to poor health outcomes ... an integrated approach among teachers, health care professionals, and parents is required to minimize device access at bedtime’[10]

Paediatric neurology should play a more active role in research on SDD and prolonged and/or infant/toddler screen exposure. The potential development of diagnostic biomarkers for SDD would be a significant adjunct to existing diagnostic instruments. Research and development of non-invasive techniques such as transcranial magnetic or direct current stimulation targeting the ventral striatum and inferior parietal lobule circuitry is being suggested for the future treatment of Internet gaming disorders [38]. Liaising with neuropharmacologists in the testing of potential neuropharmacotherapeutic approaches for treatment of severe SDD in adults should also be considered.

Given the commercial screen industry interests at stake, child neurologists must familiarize themselves with the influence of the technology industry in funding research and influencing media depiction of DST and SDD and be vigilant in detecting conflicts of interest. They should question the motives of those attempting to obstruct the adoption of a principle of precaution for children and screen media.

Table 2. Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinicians should, where relevant, take a ‘media history’ from patients and discuss connections between a child’s health, behaviour and screen use, educate parents about brain development in the early years, provide guidance to families about child media consumption, including limiting media use: raising the age of initiation to screen activities, reducing the degree of exposure and discouraging screens in children’s bedrooms. A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis recently published in JAMA Pediatrics concluded that ‘media device access and use at bedtime are significantly associated with detrimental sleep outcomes and lead to poor health outcomes ... an integrated approach among teachers, health care professionals, and parents is required to minimize device access at bedtime’[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatric neurology should play a more active role in research on SDD and prolonged and/or infant/toddler screen exposure. The potential development of diagnostic biomarkers for SDD would be a significant adjunct to existing diagnostic instruments. Research and development of non-invasive techniques such as transcranial magnetic or direct current stimulation targeting the ventral striatum and inferior parietal lobule circuitry is being suggested for the future treatment of Internet gaming disorders [38]. Liaising with neuropharmacologists in the testing of potential neuropharmacotherapeutic approaches for treatment of severe SDD in adults should also be considered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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